
9.6 OA Policy on Coordination of Championship Fixtures Between States

Historically, OA maintained a formal National Fixture List, with states required to submit dates for their
championship events to Orienteering Australia for approval, and a policy that foot-O long championships were not
permitted to be held on the same weekend in adjoining states.

This process has fallen into disuse in the last 10-15 years, partly because all states now run long, middle, sprint and
MTBO championships, so it’s impossible to prevent clashes between 28 different races. Also, the requirement that
states be able to notify OA of their next year’s fixtures by the middle of the current year is not practical, given the
restrictions on access which are often encountered, both with states’ natural resource management bodies and also
in urban areas.

States are required by OA to ensure that their local championship events (classified as Group B) do not clash with
any Group A events, i.e. Oceania Championships, Australian Championships, Australian 3-Days, National
Orienteering League rounds. Therefore the dates for NOL races in the following year need to be available and
advertised well in advance of states beginning their own fixture scheduling; the National Orienteering League
guidelines (for foot orienteering) state that applications to host NOL rounds should be submitted through
state/territory associations to the OA Head Coach by February 28th of the preceding year. This is so that by the time
of the Events Committee meeting at Easter, the dates of Group A events for the following year can be notified to
states in order for them to then plan their Group B events.

Group A foot-O events should not be held on the same dates as any MTBO NOL races. A clash occurred in 2018
between the Australian MTBO Championships and the WOC trials NOL round, possibly because MTBO NOL
scheduling is perhaps not as widely publicised as it could be; this schedule should be made available by the MTBO
committee, before Easter each year. States are required to be aware of MTB NOL dates and to avoid holding their
own championships (foot or MTBO) on the same weekend as the Australian MTBO championships.

Compulsory avoidance of clashes:
 Between any group A event (Australian Championships, Easter, National League) and any state

championship (unless that state championship is connected with the group A event).
 Between any group A foot event and any MTB NOL event
 Between any state championships and the Australian MTBO Championships.

Very few states hold standalone National Badge Events; it would probably be reasonable for these, and for state
MTBO championships, to be held on the same weekend as a NOL round when it is not part of the Australian
Championships or Australian 3-Days carnivals.

Regarding clashes between different states’ foot-O championships, most state championships are no longer a focus
for interstate competitors in the way they used to be when only a long championship was available in each state and
it occurred in the leadup to the Aust Long Champs. There is logic in avoiding preventable clashes, which should be
achievable with some coordination, as happened informally between the southeastern states for the 2019 fixture).

Recommended avoidance of clashes:
 Between any state championship in the ACT, NSW and Victoria.
 Between any state championship in Victoria and SA.
 Between any state championship in NSW and Queensland.

This could have some discretion depending on the proposed location of the event (for example, a NSW
Championship in Armidale is unlikely to be of much interest in Victoria but will attract interest from Queensland,
whereas the reverse will be true for an event in Wagga).

If states feel that a nationwide coordination process is desirable, the Events Committee is the most obvious forum
for it - via email communication through the year. This would require states to submit their preliminary
championship dates for discussion by approximately the start of August of the preceding year, with the goal of
finalising dates (or at least identifying free weekends/weekends to avoid) before the end of September.
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